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West Red Lake Gold Mines
(RLG in CAD, HYLKF in US, HYK in Germany)

“Hunting Elephants in Red Lake”
24 Hours at the West Red Lake Gold Mines camp
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Share price at 07/05/16 - $.25/share
60-40 JV with Goldcorp
Shares issued and outstanding: 95
million shares
Market Cap: approximately $25 million
Executive Chairman – Tom Meredith
made early investors 10 times their
investment in prior company
Cash in Treasury – approx $1 million

West Red Lake Gold Mines Property Tour
For those of us who live and breath the Canadian junior exploration sector a trip to Red Lake,
Ontario – the high grade gold capital of the world is high on our bucket list. Fortunately I was able to
check that one off the list as I made my way to Red Lake to visit the gold camp of West Red Lake Gold
Mines from June 22-June 24, 2016. For full disclosure, I own shares of West Red Lake and they are a
sponsor of my weekly Comanus Rising podcast (http://www.comanusrising.com). For background, please
read my initial report on West Red Lake ( http://comanusrising.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/03/West_Red_Lake_Gold_Initial_Report_-_March_13_2016.pdf ) and a recent
update announcing the start of drilling ( http://comanusrising.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/West_Red_Lake_Gold_-_Drilling_has_started.pdf ).
Executive Chairman Tom Meredith was kind enough to allow me to join him on a visit to the camp
during the current summer drill program co-funded by JV partner Goldcorp. On the following pages is a
story of my travels so that you can get a feel for the project and the route taken to get there. I hope you
enjoy it.
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June 22, 3:30 AM EST:

The alarm went off at 3:30 am on Wednesday. I had already packed by bag
and backpack the night before so I grabbed them both and headed off to
the Cincinnati airport (which is actually in Northern Kentucky) for my 6:00
am flight. Due to stormy weather in Chicago we were delayed an hour
taking off but I had a two hour layover in Chicago so no need to panic. I
arrived in Chicago's O'Hare airport and then walked what seemed like a
mile to get from one terminal to another. The neon lighting was cool but
did not match the “Jimi Hendrix acid trip music filled walk through the
Detroit airport” I had the pleasure of experiencing last year during one of
my out-of-town trips. The flight leaving Chicago to Winnipeg was also
delayed an hour so I still got my two hour layover in Chicago.
The weather during the flight to Winnipeg was a bit overcast but I was able
to get a view of the eastern edge of the Canadian prairies that dot the
landscape approaching Winnipeg. I had already decided to rent a car in
Winnipeg and drive the 5-6 hours to Red Lake, Ontario since I wanted to
be able to experience the sights and sounds that Manitoba and Ontario
offered. Tom Meredith, West Red Lake Gold's Executive Chairman was
also flying into Winnipeg from Toronto but he was getting in a few hours
later and then taking a flight on Bearskin Airlines into the Red Lake
airport where we were scheduled to meet up around 7:00 pm.
The drive from Winnipeg to Red Lake
was breath taking. I must have past
1,000 lakes along the way. Just past
Kenora mining division of Ontario
(where companies such as Metalore
Resources, Canstar Resources, Intact
Gold, First Mining's Cameron deposit
recently purchased from Chalice have
projects) I stopped to take a picture of
a set of rapids that run near the road
and then go underneath it and flow
into a lake on the other side.

My timing was nearly perfect as I arrived at the Red Lake airport less than 5 minutes before Tom
touched down. For those of you who may not have heard the story, the Red Lake airport was the busiest
airport in the world in 1936 and 1937. As the Visual Capitalist notes, gold was discovered on the shores of
Red Lake by L.B. Howey in 1925 and by 1936, Red Lake's
Howey Bay was the busiest airport in the world with more
flights taking off and landing per hour than any other as
speculators came to Red Lake to seek their fortune.
(http://www.visualcapitalist.com/red-lake-the-high-gradegold-capital-of-the-world/ )
West Red Lake's geologist Ken Guy met us at the airport in a
pick-up but before heading to camp we took a quick 5 minute
drive to see the headframes of Goldcorp's gold mines where
production totaled 376,000 high grade gold ounces in 2015.
On the way to the West Red
Lake gold camp we also passed
signs for Madsen where Pure
Gold is drilling at their high
grade gold project and where
Premier Gold is drilling at their
Hasaga project. Once off the
main road it was about a 45
minute drive on logging roads
to get into the West Red Lake
Gold camp.
The West Red Lake Gold camp is a fully functional camp with several trailers housing sleeping quarters,
bathrooms and showers, a dining trailer and a trailer where various geological maps and core from prior
drilling are housed. Satellite dishes and wireless routers provide internet and email capabilities.
We were greeted at the camp by Mario the bear dog (to keep
the occasional bear from stealing the rations) and the cook
had saved us dinner so we sat down with Ken Guy, John
Archibald (another company geologist) and a few others to
discuss the current progress of the drill program and to plan
out the next day's activities. I always enjoy listening to
geologists talking about their approach to a drill program and
the various rocks and structures they are targeting. I took
several geology courses at University back in the day and have
been on several property tours so I can follow a good portion
of the discussion but I admit I do get lost in some of the
intricate geological details. Chibougamau Drlling is
conducting the summer drill program and they are working
around the clock 24 hours per day. There are two shifts, one
working from 6 am- 6 pm and the other from 6pm – 6 am. The
over-subscribed private placement for $575,000 that closed in
late April is providing the funds for the current drill program.

We woke up at 5:30 am and got ready for the day's tour.
Even though the weather was perfect and warm long
sleeves was the preferred clothing choice as the bugs get a
bit rambunctious in the summer and bug spray on the
face and neck was suggested. The camp is located next to
the old Mount Jamie deposit which is the furthest west of
the three former gold mines on the property.

After breakfast we walked over to the former Mount Jamie
deposit to see what was left of the mine workings that produced
gold during the 1930's with a recovered grade of 13.3 g/t. This
deposit sits on the the east-west trending regional gold bearing
structure known as the Pipestone Bay-St Paul Deformation Zone
which also hosts the Rowan mine and current resource of 1.1
million gold ounces at 7.6 g/t gold (60/40 JV with Goldcorp and
the area of current drilling) as well as West Red Lake Gold's
100% owned Red Summit Mine.
To start the tour the four of us (myself, Tom Meredith, Ken Guy and
John Archibald) jumped on two quads (2 per quad) and headed out to
see the old Rowan Mine workings and surrounding ground. We
walked over the area where the 1.1 million ounces of 43-101 inferred
high grade gold resides and then went to the area of the Rowan Mine
shaft where Goldcorp had spent money in 2008 to ensure the old mine
shafts had been properly capped. The Rowan Mine was in
development from the late 1930s to the 1950s with mine workings
consisting of a vertical shaft, three levels including an adit on the fist
level, and underground exploration of drifting and raising along
several gold zones.

From the Rowan Mine area we headed east to the former Red
Summit Mine which is 100% owned by West Red Lake Gold Mines.
Gold was discovered in the area in 1928 and work has continued
sporadically since then. Limited surface diamond drilling over the
years prior to exploration by West Red Lake Gold resulted in the
discovery of several gold bearing zones in the vicinity of the mine
shaft. Drilling by West Red Lake over the past 8 years has shown
the mineralization envelope extends for at least 150 meters southeast
of the mine workings, with a northeast width of about 200 meters,
and has only been explored to a depth of 300 meters. It is open at
depth and along strike to both the southwest and northeast.

The next to the last stop on the property tour was to visit the
area where the sixth and last hole of the fall 2015 drill
campaign (RLG 15-24) had intersected 69.55 g/t gold over 1.5
meters at 297 to 298.5 down hole. The hole was drilled into the
western end of alteration where the east-west trending
structure meets the northeast trending Golden Arm structure
coming up from south of West Red Lake Gold's property. We
headed into the bush and into a clearing where the area had
been stripped and saw the collar where the high grade gold
intersection was drilled.
Finally, we headed toward the humming sound of the turning
drill. The 2016 summer drill program was following up on the
2015 high grade hole RLG-15-24 and holes 16-25 through 16-30 were drilled primarily east of hole 15-24
following the east-west trending structure. The hole that was in progress the day we were on site was a
deeper hole than the previous ones with the planned depth of at least 800 meters. A follow-up drill
program is scheduled for September after all current holes are assayed and analyzed.

We arrived back at camp late in the afternoon. After thanking everyone for the hospitality and for the
wonderful experience we packed our bags and headed out. Mario accompanied us on the way back
keeping an eye out for any bears that may have been up ahead. Other than a family of beavers that had
built a dam along side the road out of camp we didn't see any other four-legged creatures.

Once back at the town of Red Lake we checked into the local Norseman Inn for the evening. Tom and I
grabbed dinner at Antonio's (https://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g680205-d4847440r181065205-Antonio_s-Red_Lake_Kenora_District_Ontario.html ) which turned out to be one of the best
meals I had eaten in a long time (delicious salad and the perfect pizza – I know a little about pizza). In
the morning Tom and I said our goodbyes and I was off for my 5-6 hour drive back to Winnipeg to catch
my flight home later that day.
There should be quite a bit of news flow coming out of the West Red
Lake Gold Mine camp the rest of the year with the summer and fall
drill programs and I look forward to tracking their progress. With
the gold price recently exceeding $1,350/ounce the company's 1.1
million ounce gold inferred resource at 7.6 g/t will continue to gain
attention. In strong gold bull markets high grade gold ounces in the
ground at Red Lake have been valued between $100-$120 per ounce.
West Red Lake's market cap is presently $25 million and further
drilling beneath the current resource is expected to expand the gold
ounces in the ground. There is gold all over the place in Red Lake
and much of it extremely high grade. There's not a better place in
the world than here to be hunting elephants.
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Disclaimer
Vince Marciano owns shares in West Red Lake Gold Corp and West Red Lake Gold Corp is a sponsor of the Comanus Rising podcast.
Vince Marciano, Comanus Rising and the Stateside Report are not registered as a securities broker-dealer or investment adviser with
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Specifically, the Stateside Report relies
upon an exemption from the registration requirements under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended (the "Advisers Act")
provided for in Section 202(a)(11)(D).
This exemption is available for the publisher of any "bona fide financial publication of general and regular circulation." Vince
Marciano, Comanus Rising and the Stateside Report are not responsible for trades executed by subscribers to the service based on the
information included in this report.
The information contained herein do not represent individual investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell securities or any
financial instrument nor are they intended as an endorsement of any security or other investment. Furthermore, Comanus Rising and
the Stateside Report does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or individualized investment advice.
Any information contained in the Comanus Rising and Stateside Report represents Vince Marciano's opinions, and should not be
construed as personalized investment advice. Vince Marciano, Comanus Rising and the Stateside Report cannot assess, verify or
guarantee the suitability of any particular investment to any particular situation and the reader and listener of Comanus Rising and
the Stateside Report bears complete responsibility for its own investment research and should seek the advice of a qualified investment
professional that provides individualized advice prior to making any investment decisions.
All opinions expressed and information and data provided therein are subject to change without notice. Vince Marciano may have
positions in, and may, from time-to-time make purchases or sales of the securities discussed or mentioned in the Stateside Report or on
the Comanus Rising podcast.
.
Vince Marciano does not make any representations as to the accuracy, timeliness, suitability, completeness, or relevance of any
information prepared by any unaffiliated third party, whether linked to the Stateside Report web site or incorporated herein, and takes
no responsibility therefore.
The foregoing discussion contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995 (the "Act"). In particular, when used in the preceding discussion, the words "plan," "confident that," "believe," "scheduled,"
"expect," or "intend to," and similar conditional expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements subject to the safe
harbor created by the Act. Such statements are subject to certain risks and uncertainties and actual results could differ materially from
those expressed in any of the forward-looking statements. Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, future events and
the financial performance of the Company which are inherently uncertain and actual events and/or results may differ materially.

